
Your new sense
of direction...
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Welcome to CoPilot® Live™ 7
Over the years, there have been several major leaps forward in the quality 
of life for drivers. The arrival of the in-car stereo was one. The car phone was
another. More recently came satellite navigation technology, making it possible 
for you to find the way to your destination without the need for a paper map.

CoPilot Live 7 gives you powerful yet easy to use satellite

navigation on your mobile phone or PDA. It’s just like a

dedicated or in-dash system, but it’s highly portable and

there’s no need to buy an expensive additional device.

Your new sense of direction

Taking advantage of the latest generation GPS navigation

technology, CoPilot Live 7 gets you right to the door. With its

clear driving views, detailed street maps and exceptional

route calculation speeds it’s the premium navigation solution

that you can trust to guide you everywhere – simply, safely

and reliably. 

It’s easy to install and use on Windows Mobile-based Pocket

PCs and Smartphones, so no matter where you are you’ll

always have your sat nav with you. 

CoPilot Live 7 provides automatic Live information feeds

about your route, including real-time traffic information, free

safety camera warnings and speed limit alerts. It is even

possible to let others see where you are on an online map.

It’s your personal expert guide, with you at every turn,

providing local knowledge wherever you go.

www.copilotlive.com/eu

“CoPilot Live is brilliantly easy to use.
You never need to get lost again.”
T3
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New in CoPilot Live 7:

• All-new colourful 2D or 3D maps and smooth on-screen

movement show your precise location on the map in

real time. Its easy to see where to go next.

• The latest voice guidance technology uses text-to-

speech conversion to pronounce street names and

provide natural spoken turn directions.

• Premium street maps, exhaustively verified and

including updated 7 digit UK post codes, the extended

London Congestion Charge Zone and 100% coverage 

of Ireland.

• Automatic safety camera warnings which can be

updated for free via the Internet.

• The CoPilot® Central™ desktop companion enables you

to easily manage your CoPilot from a PC or laptop.

• Speed limit reminders ensure you are kept informed 

of local conditions at all times.

• Personalised navigation lets you choose colour

schemes, voices, map styles and guidance options 

to match your preferred driving style.

• Thousands of verified points of interest are pre-loaded,

such as petrol stations, cash machines, car parks and

hotels, including the ability to search by brand.

• Enhanced live traffic information is now optionally

available for all customers.

• Preview and demo modes enable you to experience 

a trip before setting out.

Setting a new standard 
for satellite navigation
CoPilot® Live™ 7 is designed to make navigation on a phone even better than a
dedicated sat nav system, with a strong focus on safety, the best maps available
anywhere and a wide range of real-time location-specific information.

Premium sat nav on your mobile
From its powerful routing capabilities to its special focus on

driver safety, CoPilot Live takes advantage of the latest

technology to help make your journeys easier and simpler.

High Performance Satellite Navigation

• Fastest route calculation – CoPilot Live works out even the

most complicated trip in seconds. Once on the move, if you

do happen to miss a turn CoPilot Live works out the best

new route in an instant.

• Multiple stops – ideal for business driving and complex

itinerary planning, CoPilot Live can determine the most

efficient route between many destinations.

• Alerts and information – optional real-time traffic alerts,

location-tracking and the ability to send locations 

and maps by SMS or MMS to help keep you in touch 

with others.

• CoPilot Live uses digital street maps supplied by NAVTEQ,

the leading supplier of maps for in-car navigation systems.

With 100% coverage of Western Europe, these maps are

exactly the same as those used in the most expensive 

in-built sat nav systems and are accurate down to house

number or 7-digit UK postcode. There's extensive coverage

of Eastern Europe, the extended London Congestion

Charge Zone and over 1 million updated points of interest

which are now searchable by brand.

Choice of map display…

…from 3D, ‘Where am I?’ ‘Next Turn’, ‘Entire Trip’ or ‘

Turn-by-Turn Itinerary’, you can easily choose the map

presentation you need at any point in your journey.

www.copilotlive.com/eu
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Driver and passenger safety
Improving driver safety is a fundamental objective for CoPilot® Live™. It’s designed 
to help you can keep your eyes on the road, with highly visible, at-a-glance turn
information, non-distracting display and clear voice commands.

Driver and passenger safety

• Reduced visual distractions – a map is only shown when

close to a turn or junction, returning to the non-distracting

screen for routine driving.

• Auto zoom functionality – progressive zooming in as 

you approach a turn ensures easy visibility of where to 

go next.

• Local safety alerts – reminders of speed limits ensure

you’re kept aware of local conditions at all times.

• Low glare night mode reduces distraction when driving 

in the dark.

Advanced features

CoPilot Live 7 brings you an exceptional range of advanced

navigation and location based services, designed to make

driving enjoyable and stress-free. These include:

• Real-time Internet tracking – let others view your location

via the Internet, send you messages and new destinations

while on the move.

• Speed camera warnings – with a preloaded database of

camera locations, automatic warnings and free updates,

there’s no longer a need for dedicated systems and

subscriptions.

• Congestion Charge planning – lets you know if your route

takes you through the expanded London Congestion

Charge Zone, so you can decide whether to continue or

change your route.

With CoPilot Live 7, mobile phones 
are just as useful for helping you find 
the way as they are for making calls.

www.copilotlive.com/eu

“You need this CoPilot like 
the air you breathe.”
Trace Magazine
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Driving in Europe made easy

With CoPilot Live, driving on the Continent for business or

pleasure is like driving around your home town:

• With an optional European Maps licence you can take

advantage of CoPilot Live’s unique seamless maps of Europe.

• CoPilot Live knows which side of the road you need to be

on and the direction to take at roundabouts. And of course

you continue to receive spoken directions in your native

language, wherever you go.

• Unlike many other navigation systems, CoPilot Live lets

you calculate door-to-door trips right across the continent.

There's no need to swap maps at country borders.

• You can switch between miles and kilometres at the touch

of a button.

Your personal navigation system

With CoPilot® Live™ 7, you can create your own personalised

navigation system with a choice of colours, welcome screens

and map styles. You can download additional voices,

including a choice of celebrity soundalikes, from the CoPilot

Live web site. It’s even possible to record your own voice

commands for the ultimate in personal navigation.

A new powerful desktop management companion, CoPilot®

Central™, is included with CoPilot Live 7, making it easy to

plan trips in advance and download additional map regions to

your CoPilot. You can also create and share colour schemes,

custom Points of Interest databases and favourite routes. 

Use on foot or on your bike

Sat nav on your phone is ideal for finding your way around at

any time – not just when you’re in a car. Special walking and

bicycle modes make it a flexible navigation tool for use

whenever you need it.

“CoPilot is quite simply the best
Windows Mobile satellite navigation
solution currently available.”
MS Mobile News

www.copilotlive.com/eu
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CoPilot® Live™ 7 is a truly connected navigation system. You

can invite friends, family or colleagues to monitor your

progress on an Internet map, send you messages and even

new destinations in real time, wherever you are. It’s even

possible to send a map of your current location to another

mobile via MMS.

CoPilot Live reports its position using the Mobile Internet. 

The service itself is free of charge, although you may incur 

a small charge for Mobile Internet usage from your mobile

operator. It is possible to manage those costs from within

CoPilot’s Live settings by selecting how frequently a position

is reported.

Optional multi-vehicle tracking 
and fleet management

CoPilot Live is also a valuable and powerful tool for 

business use:

• CoPilot Live 7 can connect seamlessly to FleetCenter™

to provide multi-vehicle tracking, messaging, job 

despatch and reporting via the Internet.

• FleetCenter is a subscription service available 

for an affordable monthly fee. Find out more at

www.copilotlive.com/eu

Out on the road does not mean 
out of touch

The CoPilot Live family
CoPilot Live transforms mobile phones into powerful, portable navigation systems complete
with detailed maps and voice guidance door to door. It’s available for a wide range of the latest
smartphones, so you can choose exactly how and where you would like your navigation.

Premium mobile navigation Business solutions

www.copilotlive.com/eu

• CoPilot® Live™ 7 for Windows Mobile

Pocket PCs and Smartphones

• CoPilot® Live™ Symbian S60 for Nokia

smartphones

• CoPilot® Live FleetCenter™

• CoPilot® Professional™

• CoPilot® Live™ Symbian UIQ for Sony

Ericsson smartphones

• CoPilot® Live™ Blackberry Edition
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Europe:

ALK Technologies Ltd

4 Bloomsbury Square

London WC1A 2RP

United Kingdom

GPS: 0.122805W, 51.518220N

www.alk.eu.com 

ALK Technologies, France

1, Rue Danton

75006 Paris

France

GPS: 26.972196N, 82.353348W

ALK Technologies, Germany

Landsberger Str. 155, Haus 2

80687 München

Deutschland 

GPS: 11.52849E, 48.140333N

www.alk.eu.com/de/

North America:

ALK Technologies. Inc.

1000 Herrontown Road

Princeton, NJ 08540

United States of America

GPS: 40.387900N, 74.655675W

www.alk.com

Taiwan:

ALK Technologies, Taiwan

6F, 4, Sec 4, 

Hsinyi Rd, Taipei, 106,

Taiwan

TIOC Room 611

GPS: 25.015943N, 121.323816E

“CoPilot Live is one of the finest pieces
of guidance software cash can glean.
We know.”
Stuff

CoPilot® Live™ and FleetCenter™ are produced by ALK Technologies.

www.copilotlive.com/eu
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